
FOCUS: Travel Preparation and Planning

Meet Astrid
Astrid R. Clements is a well-traveled, 
successful businesswoman who is 
passionate about helping people 
travel solo well, while never feeling 
like a tourist. Based in Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana, Astrid started traveling at 
age nine and hasn’t stopped since. A 
transformative trip to Germany at age 
18 did more than cement her love for 
exploring - Astrid saw first-hand how 
a solo trip can reveal the best parts 
of a person and challenge you to find 
the magic, one of a kind moments 
happening all around you.

Always up for a cultural adventure, 
Astrid has broken bread, shopped and 
laughed in more than 40 countries, 
on five continents, around the world 
from Morocco to China - and she’s not 
done yet! She founded Astrid Solo 
Travel Advisor to give solo travelers a 
way to move through the world feeling 
confident, safe, inspired and engaged. 
Her exploits in the U.S. match the 
gusto from afar with visits to 37 states 
from Miami to Maine.

About Astrid Solo Travel Advisor
Astrid Solo Travel Advisor is the only resource for affordable luxury ideas for the 
solo traveler. AstridTravel.com exists to educate, enlighten and inspire solo travelers 
to journey the world and embrace unique cultural experiences. With a wide range of 
expert travel knowledge and enriching ideas, Astrid’s resources ensure that no detail is 
overlooked in your planning process.

LIFE
Without Borders. 

 

LUXURY 
Without Breaking

The Bank.

Why Solo Travel?
While some may balk at the idea of 
traveling alone, especially abroad, 
recent studies show that solo travel 
is on the rise. Also on the rise is the 
need for affordable luxury travel ideas 
for the solo traveller. A recent survey 
by Booking.com showed that 62% of 
American women have vacationed 
without a partner, and 72% say they 
have traveled alone for business or 
pleasure and are enthusiastic about 
the experience. That's why women 
business travelers look to Astrid 
Solo Travel Advisor for experienced 
planning that will turn routine business 
trips into exciting opportunities for 
cultural exposure.

AARP reports that over a third of 
adults 45+ report having taken solo 
trips in the last two years, and 81% of 
these adults are likely to take another 
solo trip in the next 12 months. This 
same study revealed that 79% of these 
solo travelers used online tools to book 
their trip, and 58% use online tools to 
plan their trip. Solo travelers looking 
for affordable luxury options are also 
comfortable spending an average of 
$500 - $1000 per day. A large majority 
of solo trips taken by this audience 
were to a domestic destination without 
a tour group.

Educate. Equip. Inspire.
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Astrid’s Audience Is...

• Experience driven 
• Culturally aware 
• Looking for affordable luxury
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twitter.com/astridtravel

facebook.com/astridtravel

instagram.com/astrid.travelastridtravel.com

astrid@astridtravel.com

504-507-0565

Put Your Brand On the Map

AstridTravel.com is a hub for everything related to affordable luxury solo travel. Through 
blogs, videos, essays, photos and maps, Astrid shares restaurant reviews, hotel recom-
mendations, itineraries and tips and tricks geared specifically toward solo travelers.

Astrid has been featured on the cover of InRegister magazine, a lifestyle publication 
based in Baton Rouge, as well as online outlets including Leisure Travel Aid and PR 
Newswire. Radio shows and organizations alike have featured Astrid as a guest speaker 
and commentator to share her ideas on cultural literacy, solo travel, affordable luxury 
travel and more.

With the upward growth trend for solo travel, a partnership with Astrid will put brands 
on the map through engaging content, tried-and-true recommendations and strategic 
positioning that attracts viewers around the globe.

Start Your Adventure


